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1 of 1 review helpful Second in Christian Cozy Series By drkhimxz Nice follow up to the pleasantly readable 
Christian mystery series by Chris Well Bus driver Earl Walker condemned to early retirement and a wheelchair by a 
violent miscreant further crippled by the death of his beloved wife was rescued from his grumpy old man existence by 
a young volunteer engaged in helping activities in his retirement community which wa What happens when a psychic 
and a minister are invited to a debate and both walk into the room but only one leaves alive Longtime grump Earl 
Walker thinks it may be time to find a different church as his new pastor is now a suspect in murder But can Earl rsquo 
s lady friend convince him to stand up for his newfound friends and fight for the truth I am really enjoying this series 
nbsp While Burying The Hatchet features the same characters it rsquo s quite different in terms of the type of mystery 
as well as the methods for solving the crime nbsp It has a nice classic mystery fee 
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